Spellbinders Solid Glimmer Plates Card

Technique: Die cutting/glimmer foiling

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 30 minutes

STAMPS:
none

INKS:
- Spellbinders
none

ACCESSORIES:
- Spellbinders Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
- Spellbinders Glimmer Foiling System
- Gold Foil
- Yana’s Magnolia Glimmer Blooms June Small die of the month Club Kit
- Studio Katia Embellishment Wand
- Silicone Bone Folder
- Score Pal Mini
- Bearly Art Glue

½” score tape
Essential Gems Gold Mix
Nestabilities Standard Circle Dies

Foam Squares
June Glimmer of the Month Club Kit

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:

White
4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base

Waterfall
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – card front
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut overlay panels
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – to foil the circle and sentiment
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – to die cut the slightly larger mat circle

DIRECTIONS:

1. Score and fold the card base and then attach the Waterfall card front.
2. Use the die panels from the Small Die of the Month kit to cut out the lacy pieces.
3. Use the Bearly Art Glue to attach the lacy pieces to the card front, leaving a blank spot near the top.
4. Trim off any overhangs.
5. Place the Solid Glimmer Circle plate on the hot glimmer platform.
6. Over that, place the used piece of foil with the Magnolia image on it, gold side down.
7. Next, place a piece of the Waterfall card stock.
8. Complete the foiling process and then cut out the foiled image with the circle die.
9. Die cut a circle slightly larger to use as a mat and attach the two.
10. Use Foam squares to attach the foiled and matted circle to the card front, to the left of the center.
11. Repeat the foiling steps to foil the sentiment using the sentiment plate from the Glimmer of the Month June Kit.
12. Attach the sentiment to the bottom right of the card front.
13. Embellish with some gold gems.

Happy Stamping
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